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EDITORIAL

President’s Message
Lyn Wegner
My very first message to you all. My name is Lyn Wegner and I live in East London, South Africa.
I was elected as the new President of BSI by the Board of Directors at the World
Conference held a few months ago in Houston. I am excited to be the first non-US
President and only the second lady!
I previously served on the Board as an International Director from 2010.
I have lots to learn and plan to do my job well. It is an honour for me and my
beautiful country.
I would like to thank Jay Thurrott for all his years, from 2010, serving BSI so
efficiently as President, and all the hours Jay has spent on BSI matters for all of us!
Thank you Jay.
Bonnie Boutwell’s term as Vice President has also ended and we say a huge thank
you, to you too Bonnie. Rick Ryals is the new Vice President and I look forward to
‘working’ with Rick and all the Board members.
I have to say that I believe BSI is in very good hands. The Board, all volunteers, all
have one goal. The goal is to unite bromeliad growers from around the world through
our Journal, our website and World Bromeliad Conferences.
My concern, and the concern of the Board, and I am sure all of our members
too, is our Journal backlog. A big problem is a shortage of material. I encourage you
to submit articles and photos on any bromeliad related matters whether a show, your
garden, shadehouse, new hybrids, what is happening in your part of the world etc.
I enjoy reading about growers and their collections and I’m sure you do too. Please
send your articles to Marty Folk who will prepare and forward them to our Editor,
Alan Herndon.
I look forward to hearing from you!
Until next time,
Brom regards from SA(South Africa)
Lyn Wegner
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Conference Corner
Scott Sandel and
Nancy Groves
World Bromeliad Conference, San Diego
May 29th – June 3rd, 2018
Scott Sandel & Nancy Groves, Co-Chairs
You may have noticed that on-line registration is
now available for the 2018 World Bromeliad Conference on the BSI website (www.bsi.org). If not, check
out the Conference Corner section of the website
where you will see a rundown of the registration fees
and what your hosts, the San Diego Bromeliad Society,
have planned for possible tours. Early next year, we
will have the events, speakers and pre/post-conference
tours more finalized. Our venue for 2018 is the resort
of Paradise Point. We really snagged a great venue
for 2018. The resort is on a 44-acre island in Mission Bay, and it features bungalow-style rooms amidst
lush, tropical gardens, tranquil lagoons, and one mile
of sandy beach. At Conference Corner you will see a
map and photos of Paradise Point. There are five swimming pools, five dining venues and beach bonfire pits.
Maybe we’ll roast some marshmallows on the beach!
Note that there are tiered registration fees, and
registration fees increase at the end of February, 2017!
A bit about San Diego: San Diego is on the Pacific
Coast, bordering Baja California on the south. Los
Angeles is a 2 hour drive north (or less than 3 hours
The California Tower,
by Amtrak’s Pacific Surfliner train along the coast).
Balboa Park
The climate in San Diego is famously mild and comfortable. During the conference, expect maximum temperatures between 69 and 73
degrees Fahrenheit (20 to 23 degrees Celsius) and minimum temperatures between
60 and 64 °F (16 to 18 °C). We expect active participation from our neighboring BSI
affiliate societies, so we will have a wonderful show. The plant sale will take place in
a 10,000 square-foot pavilion, housing sale plants from local growers and nurseries in
California and throughout the USA.
We hope to see you in San Diego in 2018. Look for updates on the Conference
Corner section of bsi.org.
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SCIENCE

Re-establishment of Sincoraea (Bromeliaceae)
Rafael B. Louzada1 & Maria das Graças L. Wanderley2
Abstract
Sincoraea was first described with a single rupicolous species (Sincoraea amoena), characterized by leaves totally or partially red during anthesis and the total absence of a
peduncle rendering sessile inflorescences. Later, Sincoraea was synonymized under the
genus Orthophytum. Many more new species, having the same features as S. amoena,
were described under Orthophytum in subsequent years. Herein we re-establish the
genus Sincoraea based on morphological analysis and the monophyly of the clade
including all species with sessile inflorescences, and the geographic restriction of this
group to the northern portion of the Espinhaço Mountain Range.
Keywords: Bahia; Bromeliads; Chapada Diamantina; Espinhaço Mountain Range
Taxonomic history
The genus Orthophytum Beer was first described based on a single specimen collected by Johann Emanuel Pohl in 1820 in a region of the Brazilian state of Minas
Gerais which is nowadays known as the Médio Jequitinhonha region. The specimens of
the type-species of Orthophytum, (O. glabrum (Mez) Mez) are characterized by being
saxicolous and stout plants, without a basal rosette present during anthesis and having
a distinct and elongate peduncle.
According to Louzada & Wanderley (2010), when describing the genus, Beer
(1854) did not apply any specific epithet to the analyzed specimen (Pohl 3436). In 1891,
Carl Mez, who perhaps did not know about the description of the genus Orthophytum
almost 40 years earlier, described Prantleia Mez, as a new genus of Bromeliaceae with
two species P. glabra Mez and P. leprosa Mez. However, one of the species placed in
Prantleia was described based on Pohl 3436 - the same collection that Beer (1854) used
to describe Orthophytum. Consequently, four years later Mez (1896) recognized the first
description of Orthophytum and decided to synonymize Prantleia under Orthophytum,
presenting two new combinations for the two species.
At the beginning of the 20th century, the botanist Ernst Heinrich Georg Ule
described two new genera of Bromeliaceae based on specimens collected during field
work in the Brazilian state of Bahia: Cryptanthopsis Ule and Sincoraea Ule (Louzada
& Wanderley, 2010).
Cryptanthopsis saxicola Ule was first described based on a tiny bromeliad specimen
with a short but evident peduncle, growing on top of granitic rock outcrops in eleva1
Universidade Federal de Pernambuco, Departamento de Botânica, Laboratório de Morfo-Taxonomia Vegetal, Recife 50670–901, Pernambuco, Brazil. E-mail: rafael.louzada@ufpe.br

Instituto de Botânica, Secretaria do Meio Ambiente, Avenida Miguel Stéfano 3687, São Paulo
01061-970, São Paulo, Brazil. E-mail: gracaw@me.com
2
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Figure 1. Sincoraea amoena is the type species of the genus Sincoraea described by E. H. G. Ule
in 1908. Photo by Rafael Louzada.

tions not exceeding 200 m. In contrast, Sincoraea amoena Ule grows on quartzite rock
outcrops above 800 m elevation (personal observation) and it is mainly characterized
by the complete absence of a peduncle - rendering a sessile inflorescence (Fig. 1).
According to its protologue, Cryptanthopsis is a genus morphologically distinct from
Sincoraea, especially by the presence or absence of the peduncle respectively. However,
even with the striking differences mentioned above, Smith (1940) described C. navioides
L.B. Smith as a new species with sessile inflorescences and with the base of the central
leaf blades red during the anthesis, similar to Sincoraea amoena.
After that, Smith (1955) recognized both species as belonging to the same genus
and proposed the synonymy of Cryptanthopsis navioides and Sincoraea amoena under
the genus Orthophytum (Orthophytum navioides (L.B. Sm.) L.B. Sm. and Orthophytum
amoenum (Ule) L.B. Sm.). With this decision, Orthophytum now included species
characterizing two morphological groups, one with sessile inflorescences and other with
pedunculate inflorescences (Smith & Downs, 1979; Wanderley, 1990; Leme, 2004;
Wanderley & Conceição, 2006; Louzada & Wanderley, 2010).
After Smith (1955) many other species were described in both morphological
groups of Orthophytum and then Leme (2004), in an attempt to organize the species
J. Bromeliad Soc. 66(1). 2017.
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of Orthophytum, called the two morphological groups of the genus the “complex with
sessile inflorescence” (CSI) and the “complex with scapose (=pedunculate) inflorescence”
(CPI). Further, the author, again based on morphological features, recognizes some
groups of species within the complexes and calls them subcomplexes. Thus, the CSI
includes the subcomplexes “amoenum” “supthutii” and “vagans”, and the CPI includes
the subcomplexes “disjunctum”, “leprosum” and “mello-barretoi”.
It is important to highlight that the complexes and subcomplexes of Leme were
proposed to provide some guidance for future taxonomic studies, and the inclusion of
species in each group was based exclusively on morphological characters without any
reference to molecular phylogenetic evidence.
During a study on the species of Orthophytum that have sessile inflorescences,
Louzada (2008) argued for the segregation of the species of the subcomplex supthutii
into a distinct genus. In this group are included O. supthutii Gross & Barthlott and O.
itambensis Versieux & Leme that are morphologically related mainly by the presence
of lanceolate petal appendages in contrast to the lacerate/fimbriate petal appendages
in the other species of Orthophytum. Based on this morphological character and the
evidence that these two species are in a distinct lineage (Schulte et al. 2009) the new
genus Lapanthus Louzada & Versieux was proposed to better accommodate these species
(Louzada & Versieux, 2010). In the same year a taxonomic revision of Orthophytum
with sessile inflorescences was published (Louzada & Wanderley 2010). In this study
are included two of the three subcomplexes of CSI of Leme, since the species that belonged to the “supthutii subcomplex” were elevated to the new genus cited above. Still,
two groups of species recognized by Leme, the “vagans subcomplex” and “amoneum
subcomplex”, remained in CSI.
Phylogeny of Orthophytum and related genera
In the most comprehensive phylogeny with focus on Orthophytum species (Louzada et al. 2014) Leme’s two complexes appear as non-monophyletic groups. The subcomplex vagans is phylogenetically related to the majority of species with pedunculate
inflorescences. On the other hand, the genus Lapanthus is confirmed as a monophyletic
group as well as is the subcomplex amoenum. However, the relationship with the other
groups was not elucidated due the lack of statistical support in some lineages of the
referred phylogeny.
Orthophytum vs. Sincoraea: morphological evidence
After the removal of Lapanthus, there are still two morphological groups based
on the presence or absence of a peduncle in the species of Orthophytum. Nevertheless, other features have to be analyzed to improve the understanding of the genus.
Molecular evidence suggests the clade with the species of subcomplex vagans is the
sister group of CPI. Moreover, some morphological features of species of subcomplex
vagans such as petals with obtuse-cucculate apex and cupulate petal appendages are
8
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also found in the species of the first lineage diverging from the clade containing all
species with pedunculate inflorescences. The species of subcomplex amoenum have
an inflorescence morphology distinct from the remaining species. The sessile flowers
of this group emerge from the top of a short and inconspicuous stem - resembling an
Asteraceae capitulum - while in other species of the genus the flowers are spread along
the peduncle or in a long caulescent stem.
Therefore, based on the morphological evidence and the monophyly of the
subcomplex amoenum we re-establish the genus Sincoraea for the species with short
caulescent habit and sessile inflorescences that are currently included in Orthophytum.
In this study, thus, we include an updated description of Sincoraea, besides the new
combinations and a new synonymization.
Sincoraea Ule, Bot. Jahrb. Syst. 42: 191. 1908. Type:— S. amoena Ule
Plants saxicolous, stoloniferous in all populations observed, with inconspicuous
short stems covered by the leaf sheaths. Leaves forming a distinct rosette, straight, arcuate or falcate; leaf sheaths imbricate, triangular, white-greenish, lepidote to glabrous,
margins serrate; leaf blades coriaceous to subcoriaceous, linear-triangular to narrowlytriangular, flat to concave, lepidote to sparsely lepidote on both surfaces, margins
serrate, prickles densely or laxly arranged. Inflorescence sessile, simple or compound;
primary bracts foliaceous or subfoliaceous. Floral bracts green or red, margins serrate
to serrulate, apex pungent. Flowers sessile; sepals free, erect to suberect, asymmetric or
rarely symmetric, apex acute, acuminate, mucronate or mucronulate; petals free, white,
spathulate, with two callosities laterally placed to the filaments, margins entire, apex
obtuse. Petal appendages sacciform, lacerate or digitate. Epigynous tube present or
absent. Stamen included; filaments filiform, first whorl free, second whorl adnate to
the petals; anthers, dorsifixed obtuse. Stigma simple-erect. Fruits ovoid, with persistent
sepals. Seeds ovoid, striate.
Artificial key to the species of Sincoraea

1 Inflorescence simple...................................................................................2
Inflorescence compound (rarely simple in S. ulei)......................................5
2 Sepals without glandular trichomes
............................................................................................. S. hatschbachii
Sepals with glandular trichomes.................................................................3
3 Sepals narrowly triangular (6:1 or 3:1)..........................................S. humilis
Sepals triangular (2:1 or 3:2)......................................................................4
4 Leaf blades 2–2.3 × 0.4–0.7 cm; petals c. 2.5 cm long; Jacobina-BA
.................................................................................................. S. navioides
Leaf blades 2.5–7 × 0.3–0.4 cm; petals c. 2 cm long; Mucugê-BA
............................................................................................... S. mucugensis
J. Bromeliad Soc. 66(1). 2017.
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5 Floral bracts and sepals pink to red ...........................................................6
Floral bracts and sepals green.....................................................................9
6 Leaf blades abaxially densely lepidote (completely covered by scales).........7
Leaf blade abaxially laxly lepidote..............................................................8
7 Leaf blades adaxially glabrous or sparsely lepidote at the base; petal
apex subacute ....................................................................S. burle-marxii
Leaf blades adaxially densely lepidote at the base; petal apex obtuse
.......................................................................................................... S. ulei
8 Leaf blades 0.5–1 cm wide, marginal prickles 1.5–3 mm long; floral bracts
c. 1.8 × 1 cm, anthers 3.2–3.5 mm long.................................... S. amoena
Leaf blades 0.2–0.4 cm wide; marginal prickles 0.3–0.4 mm long; floral
bracts 0.9–1.2 × 0.7; anthers c. 2.5 cm long ....................... S. ophiuroides
9 Leaf blades with a white wooly-lepidote ring surrounding the
inflorescence .......................................................................... S. albopicta
Leaf blades with a green and glabrous ring surrounding the
inflorescence.........................................................................................10
10 Leaf blades c. 1.5 cm wide, margins densely serrate .................. S. heleniceae
Leaf blades 0.4–0.7 cm wide, margins laxly serrate ...................... S. rafaelii
Nomenclatural changes
Sincoraea albopicta (Philcox) Louzada & Wand., comb. nov. (Fig. 2)
Basionym: Orthophytum albopictum Philcox, Kew Mag. 2: 355. 1983. Type:— Brazil.
Bahia: near Cumbuca, about 3 km N of Mucugê on road N to Andaraí, Storr 122
(holotype CEPEC!, isotype K!).
Sincoraea burle-marxii (L.B. Sm. & Read) Louzada & Wand., comb. nov. (Fig. 3)
Basionym: Orthophytum burle-marxii L.B. Sm. & Read, J. Bromeliad Soc. 29: 164.
1979. Type:— Brazil. Bahia: J. Bogner 1311 (holotype US!).
Synonyms: Orthophytum burle-marxii L.B.Sm. & Read var. seabrae Rauh, Trop. Subtrop. Pflanzenwelt 52: 79. 1985. Type:— Brasil. Bahia: Seabra, 6 Oct 1981, Rauh
56497a (holotype: HEID!).
Orthophytum roseum Leme, J. Bromeliad Soc. 60: 66. 2010. Type:— Brazil, Bahia,
Chapada Diamantina, Palmeira, near Caeté-Açu, Riachinho, R. Oliveira s. n., (fl. cult.
Feb. 2008, E. Leme 3439) (holotype: HB!; isotype: RB!), syn. nov.
Comments: Orthophytum roseum was described as a new species morphologically related to O. burle-marxii, differing by the size of vegetative and reproductive characters,
10
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Figure 2. The central white ring surrounding the inflorescence of Sincoraea albopicta varies
greatly in width among different populations. Photo by Rafael Louzada.

Figure 3. This photo resembles one of the commonly cultivated clones of Sincoraea burle-marxii.
but the species is variable in appearance among wild populations. Photo by Rafael Louzada.
J. Bromeliad Soc. 66(1). 2017.
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Figure 4. Marginal leaf prickles are conspicuous on Sincoraea hatschbachii. Photo by Rafael
Louzada.

Figure 5. Sincoraea heleniceae has inconspicuous marginal prickles. Photo by Rafael Louzada.

12
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Figure 6. Close-up of flowering Sincoraea humilis. Photo by Rafael Louzada.

however, according Louzada and Wanderley (2010), the dimensions cited in the protologue of O. roseum as diagnostic overlap with those of O. burle-marxii, justifying the
synonymization of O. roseum under O. burle-marxii.
Sincoraea hatschbachii (Leme) Louzada & Wand., comb. nov. (Fig. 4)
Basionym: Orthophytum hatschbachii Leme, Selbyana 16: 120. 1995. Type:—Brazil.
Bahia: Rio de Contas, Mato Grosso 1300 m, 7 April 1992, G. Hatschbach & Barbosa
56827 (holotype: MBM!).
Sincoraea heleniceae (Leme) Louzada & Wand., comb. nov. (Fig. 5)
Basionym: Orthophytum heleniceae Leme J. Bromeliad Soc. 54: 67. 2004. Type:—Brazil. Bahia: field collection in Andaraí, Cachoeira da Garapa, 1300 m, O. Ribeiro & H.
Ribeiro s.n. (holotype: HB!).
Sincoraea humilis (L.B. Sm.) Louzada & Wand., comb. nov. (Fig. 6)
Basionym: Orthophytum humile Smith, Phytologia 16: 75. 1968. Type:—Brasil. Minas
Gerais: Grão Mogol, 18 August 1960, B. Maguire, G.M. Magalhães & C.K. Maguire
49288 (holotype: US!, isotype: NY!).
J. Bromeliad Soc. 66(1). 2017.
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Figure 7. Sincoraea mucugensis in flower at the edge of the large clump shown in Fig. 8. Photo by
Rafael Louzada.

Sincoraea mucugensis (Wand. & A.A. Conc.) Louzada & Wand., comb. nov. (Figs.
7-8)
Basionym: Orthophytum mucugense Wand. & Conceição, Sitientibus Sér. Ci. Biol. 6:
4. 2006. Type:—Brasil. Bahia: Mucugê, Parque Municipal Sempre-Viva, cachoeira
do Rio Tiburtino, 12°59’83”S, 42°20’91”W, 17 January 2006, M.G.L. Wanderley, A.
Conceição, R. Louzada, S. Martins 2540 (holotype: SP!, isotype: HUEFS!).
Sincoraea navioides (L.B. Sm.) Louzada & Wand. comb. nov.
Basionym: Cryptanthopsis navioides Smith, Contr. Gray Herb. 129: 31. 1940. Type:—
Brazil. Bahia: Jacobina, on perpendicular rocks above stream in isolated ravine,
500 m, 16 June 1939, M. Foster & R. Foster 90 (holotype: GH, isotype: R!, SP!).
==Orthophytum navioides (L.B.Sm.) L.B.Sm Smithsonian Misc. Collect. 126(1): 34,
179 (1955).
Sincoraea ophiuroides (Louzada & Wand.) Louzada & Wand., comb. nov. (Fig. 9)
Basionym: Orthophytum ophiuroides Louzada & Wanderley, Hoehnea 35: 406. 2008.
14
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Figure 8. A large clump of Sincoraea mucugensis in habitat. Photo by Rafael Louzada.

Type:—Brazil. Bahia: Lençóis, Rio Mandassaia, 15 January 2006, M.G.L. Wanderley,
A.A. Conceição, S.E. Martins & R.B. Louzada. 2532 (holotype: SP!, isotype: HUEFS!).
Sincoraea rafaelii (Leme) Louzada & Wand. comb. nov. (Fig. 10)
Basionym: Orthophytum rafaelii Leme, Phytotaxa 16: 21. 2011. Type:—Brazil. Bahia:
Chapada Diamantina, Palmeira, Serra das Paridas, Cachoeira do Mosquito, Oliveira
s.n., (fl. cult. May 2010 Leme 8152) (holotype: RB!).
Sincoraea ulei (Louzada & Wand.) Louzada & Wand., comb. nov. (Fig. 11)
Basionym: Orthophytum ulei Louzada & Wand., Phytotaxa 13: 20. 2010. Type:—Brazil. Bahia: Mucugê road to Andaraí, 12º56’41.2”S, 41º17’28.5”W, ca. 867 m. 9 April
2008 (fl), R.B. Louzada & M.G.L. Wanderley 91 (holotype: SP!, isotype: HUEFS!).
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Figure 9. Close-up of flowering Sincoraea ophiuroides, Photo by Rafael Louzada.
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Wanderley, M.G.L. (1990) Diversidade e distribuição geográfica das espécies de
Orthophytum (Bromeliaceae). Acta Botanica Brasilica 4: 169–175.
Wanderley, M.G.L. & Conceição, A.A. (2006) Notas taxonômicas e uma nova espécie do gênero Orthophytum Beer (Bromeliaceae) da Chapada Diamantina, Bahia,
Brasil. Sitientibus Série Ciêncas Biológicas 6: 3–8.
[Editor’s notes: In a technical article, there are bound to be terms that are unfamiliar
to those readers whose educational path has not included graduate-level courses
in plant taxonomy. Here, I will attempt to explain a few of these terms appearing
in the above article. Sessile, when referring to plants (but not animals), means
two structures that are usually separated by another, visually distinct structure,
are found next to each other. As an example, among dicots (trees, shrubs, herbs),
leaf blades are usually separated from the vegetative stem by a structure called a
petiole. When leaf blades are attached to the stem without any apparent petiole,
they are called sessile. In the case of bromeliads, there is usually an obvious distinction between the vegetative stem (the leaf rosette) and the ‘stem’ that holds the
flowers. In Leme (2004) and earlier literature, the part of this distinct ‘stem’ that
was below the flowers was called a ‘scape’ because it was different in appearance
from the vegetative stem. More recently, the more general term ‘peduncle’ used
in this article has displaced ‘scape’ in bromeliad literature, but both words refer
to the same thing. As it turns out, the term peduncle was always more appropriate for the ‘scapose’ (with scapes) species of Orthophytum because the transition
between the vegetative stem and the flowering part of the inflorescence appears to
be gradual if you only see it when flowers are open. In any case, the species transferred to Sincoraea in this article have flowers growing directly out of what appears
to be the top of an unmodified vegetative stem.
Most of the information given in the scientific description of the genus Sincoraea
included in this article may appear foreign due to the terminology used, but you
can learn the meanings of these technical tems. The leaf blades are described as coriaceous (like leather) to sub-coriaceous (close to leather) in texture, but this does
not seem to provide a good way to distinguish between species. It might be more
useful to say the leaves are stiff compared to, say, a typical blade of grass, but some
species have stiffer leaves than others. The term ‘prickles’, as used in this article,
means the same as the ‘marginal leaf spines’ seen in the great majority of literature
on bromeliads. When the apex of floral bracts is described as pungent, it means
‘sharp’ - in the sense that you risk puncturing a finger if you try to push against the
tip. The phrase ‘stigma simple, erect’ is an exception in not being a description of
what the stigma looks like, but the name of a developmental pathway followed by
the stigma in the growing flower bud. However, in most cases, the stigmas of these
plants are hidden within the flower.]
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Aechmea paniculata: a large, but not very well known, species
from Amazonian Peru
Eric & Renate Gouda1
Until now this species was only known from the type collection and drawing (Fig.
1) in the Flora of Peru by Ruiz & Pavon (1802). Another collection from Venezula
(Liesner, R.L., Julian Steyermark 12405) listed in the Missouri Botanical Garden database
is probably Aechmea paniculigera (Sw.) Griseb. or Aechmea fendleri André ex Mez, based
on the short description given: “Epiphyte. Rachis and pedicels pale red. Calyx reddish
or greenish often with dark green or bluish apex. Corolla blue”. The inflorescence of
Aechmea fendleri or Aechmea paniculigera looks quite similar to a primary branch of Aechmea
paniculata, but the later is yellow and not bluish.
Traveling around Yurimaguas, Peru, we found a large cluster (Fig. 2) of this species
in one of the few larger trees left in this area that is largely in culture. In other trees
we found many large Werauhia gigantea (Mart. ex Schult.f.) J.R.Grant (Vriesea amazonica,
Fig. 3) and some Aechmea mertensii (Meyer) Schult. & Schult.f., but Aechmea paniculata
was only found and collected once. It was not easily collected. Climbing the tree was
possible, but at the base of the plant, it seems nearly impossible to get a leaf off from
one of the rosettes. Fortunately, my wife at the base of the tree watching me climbing, could find some usable leaves from rosettes that had fallen down earlier and I
was able to reach one of the inflorescences. The inflorescences are very massed at the
base and from Fig. 4 you can see the red margins and apex of the leaves, ending in a
sharp black spine.
There were no fresh flowers in the collected inflorescence (Fig. 5), but fortunately
some flowers opened the next day after putting the inflorescence in water overnight. In
Fig. 5 you can also see the horn-like black spines at the base of the leaf blade and the
dark castaneous leaf blade. The fresh flower has green yellow petals recurved toward
the apex, exposing the stamens (Fig. 6).
In Smith & Downs (1979) you should key this species out in the key of subgenus
Aechmea, but the key to the subgenera, does not lead you there with our freshly collected specimen. The reason is that our specimen has unarmed sepals, also clearly seen
in Fig. 6. From the drawing in Ruiz & Pavon (1802, Fig. 1) it is not clear if the sepals
could be mucronate too, but I think it is doubtful. It could be a translation error from
the Latin description in Ruiz & Pavon in which the floral bract has been described as a
mucronate inferior calyx (Calyx inferior). For the superior calyx (Calyx superior tripartitus),
a mucronate apex is not mentioned.
Several other characteristics in the description in Smith & Downs are confusing, like
for example what he means with ‘ultimate spikes (cylindric) and inflorescence 4-pinnate’.
It clearly has cylindric primary branches and the secondary branches are subfascicles of
University Utrecht Botanic Gardens, Budapestlaan 17, 3584 CD, Utrecht, Netherlands.
e.j.gouda@uu.nl
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Figure 1. Line drawing that accompanied the original description of Aechmea paniculata .
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Figure 2. A large clump of Aechmea paniculata growing in one of the large trees in disturbed forest near Yurimaguas, Peru. Photo by Eric Gouda.

Figure 3. Large colony of Werauhia gigantea, high in the canopy of a disturbed forest. Several
colonies of this species were seen. Photo by Eric Gouda.
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mainly 2 stipitate one flowered
ultimate branches and some
more sterile branches consisting
of only a small bract. Therefore,
I will give an extended and corrected description below.
Aechmea paniculata Ruiz &
Pav. Syst. Veg. Flor. Peruv. Chil. 83
(1798). Desc. Emend.
Leaves 20-30 in a dense rosette, whitish beneath, the short
outer ones over 25 cm long;
sheaths ample, entire, 30 x 20 cm,
dark castaneous on both sides
with a pale base, subdensely
brown punctulate lepidote;
blades ligulate, acuminate; ca. 65
cm long, (37-)50-70 mm wide,
densely serrate with fulvous
to blackish corneous antrorse
spines 4-6(-13) mm long, pale
appressed lepidote abaxially and
with a thin coalescent layer of
scales adaxially. Peduncle, stout,
not exceeding the leaves; peduncle
Figure 4. Inflorescence of Aechmea paniculata still in the
bracts the lower ones coreaceous,
tree. Photo by Eric Gouda.
densely imbricate, serrate and
with a black apical spine, the upper chartaceous, exceeding the internodes, ochraceous, soon decaying. Inflorescence
paniculate, laxly and amply 3-(4-?)branched, glabrous; Primary bracts lower ones like the
peduncle bracts, lanceolate, ample, reaching the first flowers; Primary branches subdensely
cylindric, 34-40 cm long, 6-7 cm in diameter; secondary branches subfasciculate, exclusive the petals 5 cm long, 2-(4-)flowered, all but especially the lowest bearing sterile
gemmae of setiform bracts; the ultimate branches consisting of one stipitate flower,
the stipes polystichous, divergent, 1-1.5 cm long. Floral bracts suborbicular, excluding
apical spine 8.5 x 10-15 mm, strongly asymmetric with the margin of one side much
extended and hyaline, veined when dry, entire, the margins overlapping and enclosing
the base of the ovary, rounded and ending in a flavescent or brown 4-8 mm spine.
Flowers sessile, ca.4 cm long, greenish yellow, glabrous; Sepals ovate, asymmetric with
one margin slightly more extended and hyaline, obtuse and slightly cucullate, unarmed
J. Bromeliad Soc. 66(1). 2017.
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Figure 5. A portion of the inflorescence of Aechmea paniculata seen in Fig. 4. Photo by Eric
Gouda.

Figure 6. Close up of an open flower from the inflorescence seen in Fig. 5 after a night in water.
Photo by Eric Gouda.
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(or mucronulate?), the base free or 1 mm connate, (8-)9-13 x 9.5 mm, contorted, veined
when dry, glabrous, yellow, adaxial ones slightly if at all carinate; Petals not mucronate,
26-30 mm long, bearing 2 large entire or coarsely dentate scales at base, green yellow,
obtuse, tubular erect and recurving toward the apex; Stamens shorter than the petals
and pistil, exserted because of the recurving petals, the second series partly adnate to
the petals; filaments fleshy, yellow; anthers narrowly lanceolate, 4.5-5 mm long, dorsifixed
below the center, obtuse at both sides, greenish, pollen cream colored; Ovary glabrous,
green, white punctate; epigynous tube distinct, cyathiform; style yellow; stigma green,
suberect; ovules long caudate. Seeds dark brown, ovoid, 4 mm long.
Specimens examined: Peru, s.d.. Ruiz L., H., J. A. Pavón y Jiménez s.n. (isotype G);
Peru: Dept. Loreto, Prov. Alto Amazonas, Yurimaguas-Munichis Road, 8 km from
Yurimaguas, Alt.136 m., S05º54’091’’ W76º09’39.7’’. December 31, 2012. Fernandez,
R., E.J.Gouda & R.Gouda 3645 (USM, L, WU).
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The use of epiphytic Bromeliads by Ateles geoffroyi Kuhl (Primates, Mammalia) in Chiapas, Mexico
Nayeli Gomez-Escamilla1, Bruno Téllez-Baños2,
Adolfo Espejo-Serna1 & Ana Rosa López-Ferrari1
Fauna associated with epiphytic plants comprises a great variety of animals. Some
studies (Dejean et al., 1995; Herrera-Fuentes et al., 2007, 2008; Campos-Serrano et
al., 2009; Cruz-Ruiz et al., 2012.; Guzmán-Jacob, 2013) document the presence of
several groups of insects and amphibians associated with bromeliads, particularly those
species with tank rosettes. However, the information about the relation of bromeliads
with mammals is less frequent (Benzing, 2000). With respect to the primates who live
in America and their association with epiphytic bromeliads we have only few examples:
the individuals of Leontopithecus rosalia (Linnaeus, 1766), the golden lion tamarin,
from the Atlantic coast of Brazil, forages among local bromeliad species as a part of
their omnivorous diet (Benzing, 2000). The members of the species Callithrix geoffroyi
(Humboldt, 1812), the white-faced marmoset, also used bromeliads in the same way
in Espirito Santo, Brazil (Leme & Marigo, 1993). There are also reports about the seed
dispersion of three epiphytic taxa of Bromeliaceae (Quesnelia humilis Mez, Q. testudo
Lindm., Nidularium antoineanum Wawra), by some species of mammals in southeastern
Brazil (Fisher & Araujo, 1995).
Mexico harbors the northernmost populations of non-human primates in the continent, which are represented by Alouatta palliata mexicana (Merriam, 1902) (mantled
howler monkey), A. pigra (Lawrence, 1933) (Mexican black howler monkey), and Ateles
geoffroyi (spider monkey) (Tobón et al., 2012). Konstant et al. (1985) identified two
distinct subspecies of Ateles for the country: A. g. vellerosus (Gray, 1866), distributed
in the Mexican states of Veracruz, Tabasco, Oaxaca and Chiapas, and A. g. yucatanensis
(Kellogg and Goldman, 1944), restricted to Yucatán Peninsula and its boundary with
the state of Tabasco (Oropeza & Rendón, 2012). In Mexico, spider monkeys inhabit
evergreen, semi-deciduous, deciduous, and cloud forests, and also mangroves (Navarro
Fernández et al., 2003; Serio-Silva et al., 2006; Muñoz et al., 2008; Ortiz-Martínez et al.,
2008), and are included in the Norma Oficial Mexicana NOM-059-SEMARNAT-2010
(SEMARNAT, 2010), under the category of Endangered (P). The International Union
for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) places it under the same status (Cuarón et al., 2008).
Spider monkeys (Ateles spp.) are not exclusively arboreal, but spend most of their
time in the upper canopy, and are highly adapted for this lifestyle (van Roosemalen,
1985; van Roosmalen & Klein, 1988). Several studies report that A. geoffroyi are predominantly fruit eaters, preferring species of Moraceae and Fabaceae, and also consume
1
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Figure 1. Location of the El Triunfo Biosphere Reserve, Chiapas, Mexico. A spider monkey was
observed eating the stem of an epiphytic Tillandsia in the cloud forest within the Mount Triunfo
core area.

leaves, flowers, and insects (Chapman, 1995; van Roosmalen & Klein, 1988; GonzálezZamora et al., 2009). Although spider monkeys get most of their water needs directly
from the fruits, leaves and flowers, they occasionally drink water directly from the hollows of trees, epiphytic tank bromeliads, and small streams (Campbell, 2008). Some
populations of A. geoffroyi drink directly from land-based sources of water (Campbell
et al., 2005). There are few studies that mention the use of epiphytes as part of the diet
of these primates. González-Zamora et al. (2009) reported that in Mesoamerica, spider
monkeys use as food some plants of Orchidaceae and Araceae. Chaves et al. (2011)
in their study about the diet preferences of A. geoffroyi in fragmentary and continuous
rain forests of Lacandona region in the state of Chiapas, reported that spider monkeys
feed on at least eleven epiphytic species of plants.
During a visit to the El Triunfo Biosphere Reserve, located in the mountains of
the central portion of the Sierra Madre of Chiapas (Fig. 1), we had the opportunity
to observe the use of epiphytic bromeliads by spider monkeys. El Triunfo, extending
over 119,177 ha (hectares), has five core areas or “polygons” totaling ca. 30,000 ha. In
Polygon I, the most accessible and largest of the reserve, there are six trails: Palo Gordo,
Bandera, Finca Prusia, Monos, Cerro El Triunfo, and Costa. From a spectacular viewJ. Bromeliad Soc. 66(1). 2017.
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point along the Costa trail (Fig.
2), we observed a group of seven
individuals of Ateles geoffroyi in
the highest portions of the trees
(Fig. 3). One adult female tore
off some large tank bromeliads
from the branches, and removed
the basal leaves (Fig. 4) to then
bite and suck the central stem
of the plant (Fig. 5). We believe
the spider monkey used these
plants as food and water supply.
This behavior was repeated with
at least three other bromeliads
(Fig. 6). The plants were not in
bloom, however, the morphology of the rosettes is reminiscent
of Tillandsia guatemalensis L. B.
Sm., one of the 25 species of the
genus registered for the reserve
(Martínez-Melendez et al., 2011;
Espejo-Serna et al., 2016 submitted).
Figure 2. Cloud forest seen from a viewpoint on the Costa
More studies are required trail, El Triunfo Biosphere Reserve, Chiapas, Mexico. Top
to add to our knowledge about - Overview of the forest canopy. Bottom - Base of the
clouds enveloping the trees in the forest. Photos by B.
the uses of bromeliads by spider Téllez-Baños.
monkeys, and the importance of
these plants in the diet preferences of this group of primates.
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Figure 4. An adult female spider monkey is removing dead leaves from the base of a bromeliad
rosette before chewing on the stem. Photos by N. Gomez-Escamilla.
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Figure 5. Once the lower leaves were removed, the monkey began chewing and sucking on the
stem. Photos by BrunoTéllez-Baños and N.Gomez-Escamilla.
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Tillandsia usneoides ‘Odin’s Genuina’
Maarten van der Meer

Figure 1. A close-up of the fully open flower of Tillandsia ‘Odin’s Genuina’. The petal
lobes have the brown color throughout. Photo by M. van der Meer.

Figure 2. Side view of the open flower seen in Fig. 1. The brown color extends through
the entire length of the floral tube. Photo by M. van der Meer.
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This is a form of Tillandsia usneoides with tiny (2mm.) brown (ochre/buff) petals,
was bought by me in 2016 at two garden centres in the Netherlands and online from
Kakteen-PH-Flora (Czech Republic). The three plants vary slightly from one another in
leaf size and colour, but they can all be described as “normal with small brown flowers”
(rather than green-yellow, which seems to be the most common colour). This is likely
the most widely-available form of T. usneoides in the Netherlands and perhaps in other
European countries as well.
The plant at Intratuin Voorschoten, a big-chain garden centre, could be traced to
Corsa, a distributor of “Guatemalan” tillandsias in allegedly more than 35 countries. T.
usneoides is the only species they are growing themselves in De Lier, but a spokesman
said in an email that it originally came from Guatemala as well.
Pictures on eNaturalist.org show this form hanging from trees in a forest near
Huiloapan, Panotla, Tlaxcala, Mexico (only 850 metres from a plant with much thicker
leaves that appears to be T. ‘Maurice’s Robusta’). It is being grown at Greifswald Botanical Garden (Greifswald, Germany), UMCS Botanical Garden (Lublin, Poland) and
by Ian Hook (Australia). Hook’s plant is called “normal, with yellow/brown petals” (as
opposed to “normal, with green petals”) and described as having “flowers smaller than

Figure 3. A close-up of the leaves on the Tillandsia usneoides ‘Odin’s Genuina’. You can see
how tightly packed the water absorbing trichomes are on the surface of the leaf. Photo by M.
van der Meer.
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Figure 4. In general appearance, this brown-flowered cultivar looks much like the common
yellow-flowered forms found in collections. Photo by M. van der Meer.

“normal green” and NOT the bright yellow of T. ‘Spanish Gold’ ” on the website of
the Bromeliad Society of Australia.
No references to brown petals were found in the available literature. Petal colours
mentioned include “yellow” (Baker, 1889), “yellowish green” (Morren 1877; Foster
in BSI Journal 1956, V6 [1]); “yellow-green” (Mez in Engler 1934; Rauh 1990);
“chartreuse” (Bennett in BSI Journal 1989, V39 [6]); “light green […], reddish [?]
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[…], yellowish” (Beer 1857); “yellowish green or […] more or less bluish to greenish”
(Mez in Martius 1894; Mez 1896); “yellow or greenish” (Britton & Millspaugh 1920);
“green (Foster in BSI Journal 1951 V1 [4]; Roth & Vahsholz 1985 [Dutch 1987];
“yellowish green or blue” (Broadway & Smith 1933) ; “pale green or blue” (Smith &
Downs 1977). On a side note: in all likelihood, “blue” quoted here is not the blue or
violet of some other Tillandsia species, but rather sea green. It is probably an inexact
translation of the Latin word caerulescens (‘dark bluish, dark greenish, like the sky or
the sea”) used by Carl Mez.
This cultivar was named and registered as ‘Odin’s Genuina’ to be consistent with
‘Maurice’s Robusta’ and ‘Munro’s Filiformis’. Odin is the registrant’s 2-year-old son,
who calls all plants either “cact” or “landsia”. ‘Genuina’ refers to Tillandsia usneoides f.
genuina Andre, 1889, nom. inval., Edouard Andre’s name for the normal-leaved form
(“fine silver leaves, 4 to 6cm. long, very common form”).

Announcements
Another important member of the bromeliad world and BSI, in particular, was
lost in the past few months.
Marcel Lecoufle, an Honorary Trustee of BSI since 1968, died in December
2016 at the age of 103. A life-long nurseryman, he ran a small exotic plant nursery
in Boissy-St.-Leger, on the outskirts of Paris. Despite it’s small size, the nursery
contained an immense variety of tropical plants. Although orchids were his favorites,
bromeliads formed an important part of his collection.
His interest went well beyond growing and selling plants. He spent much time
making photographs of his plants and wrote several books on the different plant
groups he was growing. His most recently published book (2016), prepared with
co-authors Albert Roguenant and Aline Raynal-Roques, was on the bromeliads. Jay
Thurrott’s review of this work can be found in this Journal (vol 65, issue 4, Oct-Dec
2015, page 274).
He was one of the first five BSI members with 50 or more years of membership
to be recognized. His well-illustrated story of a life among bromeliads and other
plants appeared in the Journal during 2012 (vol 62, issue 3, May-Jun 2012, pages
113-118)
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BSI 66
Fund

BROMELIAD SOCIETY
INTERNATIONAL
September 1, 2016

Dear Bromeliad Friends:
For over 66 years the Bromeliad Society International has been serving bromeliad enthusiasts with a range of benefits befitting our humble beginnings. Times have changed
and so have many of the faces and challenges of operating a global organization. We
find that our members are more apt to read an article online or search out information on the web than participate in club meetings or join an organization such as ours.
For these reasons, and our intent to evolve
with these changes, we are coming to you
today to ask for your support in our first
ever fundraising effort, the BSI 66 Fund.
We already provide some wonderful benefits to our members including:
A dedicated research library at the Marie
Selby Botanical Gardens
An information packed BSI.org website
containing cultural information, club
and society information, the Judges
Handbook, show schedules and more
Online Journal archives from our very
first one published in 1951 by editor,
Mulford B. Foster
Historical Archives of the BSI, catalogued and maintained by the University of Central Florida
The one and only BSI Cultivar Reg- The First BSI Journal, published
ister, which is the only International
in 1951.
Cultivar Registration Authority for
Bromeliaceae, appointed by the International Society for Horticultural Science’s
Commission for Nomenclature and Cultivar Registration, containing nearly
14000 individual entries
Support for three recent recipients of the Harry Luther Scholarship Fund, administered by the Marie Selby Botanical Gardens, Sarasota, Florida
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The quarterly BSI Journal containing knowledgeable and in-depth articles on
every aspect of Bromeliaceae
Accredited Judges’ School to teach and train new judges from the US and other
countries
Biennial World Bromeliad Conferences like the one we just held this
past June, hosted by our good friends;
Goal 66K
the Houston Bromeliad Society. And a
wonderful event it was; with enlighten66K
ing speakers from around the world,
a Judged Bromeliad Show, garden tours, an incredible plant sale and of course all the fun and
camaraderie of sharing our bromeliad passion.
50K
We look forward to the next one to be held San
Diego California in 2018
Continuing efforts at the Rare Plant Auction which
this year netted over $8K towards our Victoria Padilla - Conservation and Scientific Research Fund
And all of this, while maintaining a completely volunteer staff. It can sometimes be a daunting endeavor
but we must continue our efforts for the survival of
our wonderful organization, for today’s members and
for the ones yet to join.

25K

We’ve identified several areas that we must challenge
ourselves to change in order for the BSI to continue
5K
for another 66 years. These efforts include:
A larger, more pronounced presence in social media
and online through our BSI.org website
On time publication and delivery of our world
class Journal
The creation of more resources enabling more conservation work and scientific
research
Continuing robust, substantive World Bromeliad Conferences attracting members
from all continents of the world
Through a very generous offer, an anonymous donor has volunteered to match the
first $25,000, enabling us to quickly realize our full goal of $66,000 to celebrate our
BSI 66th Anniversary.
This will require that we raise $25,000 by June 19, 2017, and if we reach this fundraising goal it will be doubled to $50,000 on that date by our very gracious donor. We
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are already making gains and, currently, our donations total about $23,000. This is an
excellent start, but we need to go further to reach our goal.
Would you please consider a donation today, to the BSI 66 Fund, so that we may
strengthen our efforts today and continue our endeavors going forward?
Please feel free to copy the contribution form below if you prefer to mail your contribution. To contribute online, visit our BSI.org website at http://www.bsi.org/new/ and
look for the BSI 66K button.
Sincerely,
Lyn Wegner 				
Rick Ryals
President - BSI
			
Vice President - BSI
East London, South Africa			
Daytona Beach, Florida

BSI 66 Fund - Donation Form
Mail to:

			

BSI 66 Fund
c/o Ben Klugh, BSI Treasurer
2515 County Road 369
Cullman, AL 35057

Name: ___________________________________________
Address: __________________________________________
City: _________________________________
Postal Code:__________________
Email address: __________________________________________
May we list your name in BSI publications as a contributor? If so please
check here My donation is: USD $_________________
I am
paying by: (check one)
Check
Credit card - Type of Credit Card: Please circle one below:
Visa
MasterCard Discover
American Express
Card Number:____________________ Expiration Date: ______________
Signature:____________________________
Date:_______________
You can save the expense of the envelope and postage by donating online at:
http://www.bsi.org/new/
The BSI is a 501(c) (3) nonprofit corporation. We rely on the much-appreciated support of members and
donors to carry out our mission: To promote and maintain public and scientific interest in bromeliads
through support of scientific and horticultural research, preservation and display of bromeliads, both
natural and hybrid throughout the world.
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Aechmea ‘Snaakse Ding’
Lyn Wegner
An unfamiliar looking bromeliad in one of our members’ gardens led to discussions with Geoff Lawn & Derek Butcher resulting in the plant now having its very
own name, Aechmea ‘Snaakse Ding’! These are Afrikaans words, Snaakse meaning odd
or strange and Ding meaning thing.
But let me start at the beginning.
This plant is considered a sport of Aechmea ‘Sangria’ which was named in 1994
and probably imported into South Africa from Tropiflora in the late 1990’s.
Aechmea ‘Sangria’ is described as a cultivar of A. fasciata v purpurea, purpurea
referring to the wine/red foliage colour. It has silver/white banding and a typical A.
fasciata inflorescence.
I imported Aechmea ‘Sangria’ (Fig. 1) about 15-20 years ago and it sported in South
Africa. I wonder if this has occurred in other parts of the world.
I sold a few to South African collectors as mine pupped. It is a slow grower which
elongates and twists slightly and mine has never bloomed I checked with our members
who have the plant in their collection and they all confirmed that their plants have
never bloomed.

Figure 1. The dark color and white banding make Aechmea ‘Sangria’ a desirable plant for collectors. Photo by Lyn Wegner.
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Figure 2. A plant of Aechmea ‘Snaakse Ding’ with the long stem that develops because the plant
never flowers. The young pup was initiated and is growing far below the living leaves Photo by
Lyn Wegner.
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The particular plant seen in Fig. 2 is about 5 years old and you will notice the
pup developing at the base. It has about a 5cm woody stem below the leaves and this
elongates as it grows. The rosette is about 30cm in diameter and the height about 47cm.
I think the foliage is stunning, maroony red leaves with strong grey horizontal
banding. Derek Butcher reminded me that beauty is in the eye of the beholder!
I have another plant which has a 15cm stem, a problem with these plants, as this
makes the potted plant unstable. Once mine reach this stage I shorten the stem to
about 5cm and repot the plant.
I recently moved (does it ever end!) all my Aechmea fasciata varieties into another
bed which has 4 upright sneezewood poles mounted with Aechmea orlandiana varieties, including my 2 mugs from the 2012 Orlandiana Bromeliad World Conference!
I have mounted Tillandsia gardneri in between the orlandianas. The grey shows
up nicely on the dark wood and it repeats the grey of the Ae. fasciata at the base of the
bed and around the poles.
Of course my Aechmea ‘Snaakse Ding’ are in this bed too. While the move was in
process I again studied the foliage, and I’m surprised I didn’t notice this previously, the
leaves are edged with a thin green stripe! (see Fig. 4) How special is that!
Thank you Geoff and Uncle Derek for your enthusiasm and assistance and for
encouraging me to name this special bromeliad as well as write an article for the BSI
Journal!

Figure 3. Top view of Aechmea ‘Snaakse Ding’ leaf rosette. The upper surface of the leaves lack
the white bands found on the lower leaf surfaces. Photo by Lyn Wegner.
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Figure 4. A closer view of the underside of Aechmea ‘Snaakse Ding’ leaves. The reddish colour,
white banding and thin green marginal line all stand out. Photo by Lyn Wegner.

[Editor’s notes; Some green forms of Aechmea fasciata (or hybrids of these forms)
have also produced sports characterised by modifications of leaf shape, persistent
refusal to bloom and a long caulescent growth form. Best known is A. ‘Pagoda’,
a miniature cultivar developed by Chester Skotak and released to the US market
by Eloise Beach in 2010. I also have a plant from the collection of Karl Green
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Figure 5. A final portrait of Aechmea ‘Snaakse Ding’ with the magnificent colour and banding on
full display. Photo by Lyn Wegner.

that has the long caulescent habit, abnormally short, heavily frosted green leaves
and has not bloomed in the ten or more years it has been in his collection. Taken
together with this article, these observations suggest that Aechmea fasciata is prone
to produce sports with this set of characteristics.]
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Call for Nominations for BSI Directors,
2017-2020 Terms
Dr. Larry Giroux
Each year as specific Directors’ terms expire, the BSI Nominations Chair asks
BSI members to nominate eligible BSI members to serve as BSI Board of Directors
representatives from their respective regions. If more nominations are made for a region than the number of positions open, the BSI members in that region are asked
to select, by direct vote, the nominee who will be presented to the BSI board for
approval.
The first important step is to nominate people to fill the open directors’ positions. Below is the list of open positions for the 2017-2020 three-year term (per
a change in the Bylaws, terms for Directors and Officers begin at the end of the
Annual Board Meeting). If you are a member of a district with an open position,
please help your district by finding a willing person to be nominated for your district’s
open Directorship. If you have questions about nominating an individual or wish to
be nominated, please call the Nominations Committee Chair, Dr. Larry Giroux. My
contact information is listed below. Instructions regarding who can be nominated and
how to nominate follow.
At the end of 2011, the Board reassigned the States and Territories of the US
Regions. Although members may be in a new region, their overall representation has
remained the same. The current assignment of the Regions and the number of Directors
allowed by the September 2016 BSI Membership Census are as follow.
AUSTRALIA 2 Directors
INTERNATIONAL 3 Directors
NEW ZEALAND 1 Director
US CENTRAL STATES 3 Directors
US Central States: Arkansas, Arizona, Colorado, Idaho, Kansas, Louisiana,
Minnesota, Missouri, Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, New Mexico, North Dakota,
Oklahoma, South Dakota, Texas, Utah and Wyoming.
US EASTERN STATES 2 Directors (Please note this is an increase of 1 director
from the September 2015 number of Directors allowed.)
US Eastern States: Alabama, Connecticut, Delaware, Georgia, Iowa, Illinois,
Indiana, Kentucky, Maine, Massachusetts, Maryland, Michigan, Mississippi, New
Hampshire, New Jersey. New York, North Carolina, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island,
South Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia, Vermont, West Virginia, Wisconsin and District
of Columbia
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US SOUTHERN STATES 5 Directors
US Southern States: Florida, Puerto Rico; All US territories and possessions in
the Atlantic and Caribbean areas.
US WESTERN STATES 3 Directors
US Western States: Alaska, California, Hawaii, Oregon, Washington, all United
States territories, possessions, and trust territories in the Pacific area.
The BSI By-laws require that all positions up for election or re-election be advertised
in the Journal and a vote be taken in Regions where there are opposing nominees for
these positions. If there are one or more nominees above the number of available
positions, there will be an election between the new nominees and the incumbents (if there is an incumbent seeking another term).
The Regions for which Directors are up for re-election and the numbers of Directors for the 2016-2019 terms are as follows:
International
1 Director Position to be filled by appointment for the
2016-2019 term, replacing Lyn Wegner whose 2nd term as Regional Director ended
2016 (and who has now moved into the position of BSI President). 2 Directors,
Eric Gouda and Jose Manzanares (appointed 2015) who are up for re-election to
their 2nd and 1st terms respectively.
New Zealand 1 Director Position is up for election for the 2017-2020 term.
This will be to elect a Director replacing Peter Waters.
Australia 1 Director Position is up for re-election, Adam Bodzioch, who is
up for re-election to his 2nd term.
US Eastern States 2 Positions are up for election or re-election for the 20172020 term. 1 Director Position is up for re-election, Penrith Goff (appointed 2015),
who is up for re-election to his 1st term. 1 new Director’s Position (2017-2020) is
up for election due to the increase in the 2016 membership census for this Region.
US Western States 1 Director Position is up for election for the 2017-2020
term. This will be to elect a Director replacing Nancy Groves, who will be finishing her 2nd term.
US Southern States 4 Director Positions are up for election or re-election.
1 nominee to replace Bud Martin (for the 2017-2020 term). 1 nominee to be appointed to replace Rick Ryals for the remainder of his vacated term (2016-2019).
due to his acceptance of the VP Position. 2 Director Positions are up for re-election,
Bruce Holst and Marty Folk, who are both up for re-election to their 2nd terms.
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Nominations to serve on the BSI Board of Directors for the three-year
2017-2020 term opens January 1, 2017 or as soon as this call is published in
the Journal of the Bromeliad Society.
Serving on the BSI Board is both fun and interesting. The Board makes
decisions that influence the direction and activities of the BSI. Board meetings are held annually, usually during the northern hemisphere’s summer or on
alternate years at the BSI’s World Bromeliad Conference. All Board members,
except International Directors, are expected to attend these meetings and do so
at their own expense. The cost need not be prohibitive because Board members can
share hotel rooms. One of the Board’s activities is to actively participate in the biennial
World Bromeliad Conferences. All BSI members are encouraged to participate in the
nomination and election process for Board members.
Who may nominate? Any voting member of the BSI who resides in a region
for which there is an opening may nominate a candidate for an opening in that region.
Who may be nominated? A nominee must have the following credentials:
(1) be a voting member of BSI and have been a voting member for the three
consecutive years prior to nomination; (2) reside in the region for which he/she
has been nominated; (3) not have served two consecutive terms as a director
immediately preceding nomination; (4) agree to being nominated; and (5)
agree to serve as a director and perform her/his duties if elected and to remain a
member of the BSI for the duration of his/her term.
Procedure for nominating: (1) obtain the consent of the prospective nominee
and verify compliance with the qualification criteria; (2) mail or email nominations
to the Chairman of the Nominations Committee between January 1, 2017 and
March 18, 2017 inclusive.(The closing date may be changed due to the timing
of the distribution of this call) Phone nominations will be accepted, but may
be rejected if confirmation of qualifications in written form are not received
by April 3, 2017. (3) supply with each nomination the full name, address, telephone number and e-mail address, if applicable, of the nominee, the position
for which the nomination is being made, the local society affiliation, the nominee’s
BSI Membership number, and a brief “bromeliad biography” of the nominee. If you
have not heard from the Chairman within 48 hours, please confirm with him that your
nomination was received.
Please mail nominations to:
Dr. Larry Giroux, BSI Nominations Chair
3836 Hidden Acres Circle N
North Fort Myers, Florida 33903 USA
phone: 239-997-2237/ 239-850-4048 or
email: DrLarry@comcast.net or DrLarry@centurylink.net
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Dr. Larry Giroux
Periodically as determined by the BSI Bylaws, the BSI Nominations Chair asks
BSI members to nominate individuals to serve or be re-nominated to serve as officers on the BSI Board of Directors. If more than one candidate is nominated for a
position, the BSI Board of Directors (which consists of the officers and directors of
the Society) vote on the nominees. Below is the list of BSI Officers’ positions up
for election or re-election. Instructions regarding who can be nominated and how
to nominate follow.
Membership Secretary for 2017-2019
Any nominee for the Recording Secretary’s Position will be opposing the current Recording Secretary, Annette Dominquez.
Treasurer for 2017-2019
Any nominee for the Treasurer’s Position will be opposing the current Treasurers, Ben and Kay Klugh.
Editor for 2017-2019
Any nominee for the Editor’s Position will be opposing the current Editor,
Alan Herndon.
Webmaster for 2017-2019
Any nominee for the Webmaster’s Position will be opposing the current Webmaster, Eric Gouda.
The following are excerpts from the BSI Bylaws concerning BSI Officers and
their election.
1. Enumeration. The officers of this society shall be the President, the immediate
Past President, the Vice-President, the Editor, the Membership Secretary, the Secretary,
the Webmaster and the Treasurer. They shall be elected by a majority vote of the Board
of Directors (the board) at its annual meeting or as provided otherwise.
2. Eligibility requirements. Each candidate for office shall be a member in
good standing of BSI and agree to remain in good standing during tenure if elected.
Candidates for the offices of President and Vice-President shall have served at least one
term as director (currently or in the past).
3. Nomination and election.
a) The chairman of the Nominations Committee shall ascertain the individual
membership status of the candidates from the Membership Secretary and make the
nominations to the board 30 days before the annual meeting of the board. Any director may nominate from the floor at that meeting.
b) Elections shall be by ballot. If there is only one nominee for an office, a voice
vote shall suffice.
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4. Terms of office.
a) The President and Vice-President shall serve three years or until their successors are elected. Their tenures shall begin at the conclusion of the meeting at which
elected. Neither may serve more than two terms in those offices.
b) The immediate Past President shall serve for a one-year term.
c) Other officers shall serve two year terms or until relieved by the board of their
duties either at their own request or by the board for cause.
The Duties of the Officers up for election or re-election per BSI Standing Rules
The Treasurer shall:
a) Have the care and custody of all funds and securities of the society that may
come into his/her hands, submit all records for annual audit and submit an annual
financial statement and proposed budget to all of the board members not less than 30
days before the annual meeting.
b) Insure that all accounts are held jointly with the president in financial institutions of the treasurer’s choosing.
c) Keep current, written records of all deposits and securities and moneys received
and paid out and present them for annual audit.
d) Maintain designated accounts in a clearly identifiable manner. These shall
include:
(i) Life membership payments to be placed in a separate interest bearing account
with interest to be paid annually into the general account;
(ii) Bromeliad Identification Center funds to be placed in a separate interest-bearing
account and not commingled with BSI funds but to be paid to the BIC director on his
or her request. Interest earned by this account shall be credited to the BIC account.
e) Require written and substantiated justification before paying any bills or claims.
f ) Maintain copies of all contracts entered into in the name of the society.
g) On completion of the annual audit and not less than 30 days before the annual
meetings, submit the audited financial report and budget to the board.
h) File reports with the Internal Revenue Service and other tax agencies as required;
i) Complete the transfer of all records and funds pertaining to his office within
60 days following the election of a new treasurer in compliance with Art. IV A. 4 and
5 concerning orderly transition and accountability.
The Webmaster: The functions of the Webmaster shall be:
(1) Work with the BSI Board and Committee Chairpersons to help establish the
direction for use and content of the BSI Web Page.
(2) Maintain the BSI web page to present a projection of the BSI as a Society
while keeping in mind that the page should be showy enough to be pleasing but simple
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enough for readers with older, slower computer equipment
(3) Maintain the registration of the BSI.ORG domain name.
(4) Periodically update information contained on the web page (Membership
information, Seed list, events, and Affiliates list, World Conference, photos, links to
other web pages of interest to bromeliad growers).
(5) Maintain an electronic method of forwarding messages to specific groups
within the BSI (e.g. Board members, committee chairpersons, round robins.)
(6) Maintain other information in a format that can be retrieved by e-mail or
similar format, by members/board of directors. E.g. by-laws, email addresses of board,
directors and committee chairpersons.
(7) Be sensitive to personal information (membership roster) and copyrights
(photographs, articles) must be recognized when posting on the web. Doubtful items
(roster) should be cleared through the BSI President or BSI Board of Directors prior
to posting.
The Membership Secretary shall:
a) Promote membership in the society in accordance with policies established by
the board.
b) Maintain membership records.
c) Compute and announce annually for nomination purposes the number of
openings for directors for each region
d) Provide the teller with a certified list of the names and addresses of all voting
members corrected to the date that ballots for the election of directors are issued
e) Provide mailing labels as specified by the Board.
f ) Report annually on the status of the membership.
g) Publish a directory of BSI membership at the direction of the Board of Directors which shall list:
i) All BSI members alphabetically with addresses;
ii) Regional listings of BSI members by name alone.
iii) All BSI affiliates with addresses;
iv) All BSI judges
v) Receive an allowance for travel and vehicle operation in the amount decided
The Editor shall
a) Have editorial supervision over all society publications.
b) Have charge of the Journal and carry out the policies of the Board with respect
to that publication.
c) Review all invoices for Journal production and mailing and certify them to
the treasurer for payment;
d) Maintain the society library including a bound set of the Bulletin/Journal.
e) Establish advertising rates.
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f ) Make contracts required for Journal production and distribution.
g) Receive an allowance for travel and vehicle operation in the amount decided
by the board.
The Recording Secretary shall:
a) Maintain the permanent file of the society including the articles of incorporation, other essential documents affecting the society, and documents of archival interest;
b) With the President, cosign all contracts made in the name of the society except
in cases where the authority is delegated.
c) Maintain the file of all contracts and provides a copy of each to the Treasurer.
d) Attend all meetings and prepare minutes of the proceedings in the manner
described in Robert’s Rules of Order, latest edition;
e) Submit a draft of all minutes to each member of the Board for corrections and
additions within 30 days after each meeting except as the board may otherwise direct,
and request response within 45 days after each meeting; (C, 3 1999)
f ) Amend the drafts of the minutes to incorporate changes proposed by the
individual board members and return the amended minutes within 15 days (60 days
after each meeting) to the president and to the other board members. The president
shall then make approval of those minutes an item of the next agenda.
g) Maintain the minutes in permanent form.
h) Translate Board decisions of a directive nature into Standing Rules and recommend their adoption to the Board annually.
i) Engage in correspondence of a general nature and direct correspondence specifically relating to the functions of other Officers and committees to those Officers or
Committee Chairmen.
Who may nominate? Any voting member of the BSI. Who may be nominated? A nominee must have the following credentials: (1) be a voti ng member
of BSI and agree to remain in good standing during tenure if elected. (2) for President
or Vice-President--have served a least one term as a director. (3) agree to being
nominated; and (4) agree to serve as an Officer if elected and to remain a member
of the BSI for the duration of his/her term.
Procedure for nominating: (1) obtain the consent of the prospective nominee and
verify compliance with the qualification criteria; (2) mail or email nominations to the
Chairman of the Nominations Committee beginning January 1, 2017. Nomina
tions must reach the Chair of the Nominations Committee by September 21 - 30
days prior to the scheduled Annual Board Meeting (October 21, 2017). Nominations by telephone will also be accepted, but must be confirmed in writing within
two weeks; (3) supply with each nomination the full name, address and telephone
number and e-mail address, if applicable, of the nominee, the position for which
the nomination is being made, the local society affiliation, the nominee’s
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BSI membership number and a brief “bromeliad biography” of the nominee.
Please mail nominations to:
Larry Giroux, BSI Nominations Chair
3836 Hidden Acres Circle N
North Fort Myers, Florida 33903 USA
phone: 239-997-2237/ 239-850-4048 or
email: nominations@bsi.org or DrLarry@centurylink.net or DrLarry@comcast.net.

Corrections
An outdated email address was inadvertantly included in the article ‘A Bromeliad
Hotspot in French Guiana’ (vol 63, issue 3-6, May-Dec 2013, pages 180-230). The
current email for Joep Moonen and Emerald Jungle Village is 973ejv@gmail.com.
In the article ‘Aedes, Bromeliads and Zika’ (vol 65, issue 4, Oct-Dec 2015, pages
275-281), the text in Figure 1 contains a misleading reference to the use of hydrogen
peroxide for keeping mosquito larvae out of the tanks of cultivated bromeliads.
Dave Johnston does, indeed, use hydrogen perioxide to treat his bromeliads (more
specifically, the water held in the tanks of the bromeliad), but the dilution ratio suggested in the text is not his recommendation. He starts with an industrial strength
hydrogen peroxide that is about 10 times as concentrated as the consumer strength
product available in drug stores, but he dilutes this with up to 1000 gallons of water
before spraying. His final concentration of active ingredient is much smaller than
the concentration achieved by mixing 8 oz of consumer strength hydrogen peroxide
with 4 gallons of water. Still, if you are spraying the recommended dilution (8 oz/4
gal) over your plants without first draining the water from their cups, it is highly
unlikely you will damage any plants.
Bromeliad species with a dense covering of water-holding trichomes on the
leaf surface - such as the ‘atmospheric’ tillandsias may be at more risk, but, since I
am unaware of previous studies on the topic, this is pure speculation. If you know
of relevant previous studies, please let me know.
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Bromélias-Gigantes do Brasil
Robert E. Drake
Bromélias-Gigantes do Brasil by Leonardo de Melo Versieux and Maria das Graças
Lapa Wanderley is a concise two hundred-page survey of Brazil’s unique bromeliad genus Alcantarea by Brazilian botanists. This book is an effort to spread knowledge of the
genus with an additional stated hope of promoting conservation of the various species.
This book is the product of a doctoral thesis by Versieux, with Wanderley as advisor,
Bromélias-Gigantes do Brasil should be considered a benchmark for reference as well as
a handbook and guide to these magnificent plants, especially as more becomes known
about their biology, their natural diversification and particularly as commercial growers
begin to offer hybrids. For those who study, cultivate, employ them in landscape design
or simply just enjoy these giants of Brazil’s Atlantic Forest it will be an indispensible
source of information, a useful tool and a delight to own.
Versieux and Wanderley identify and describe thirty-four species of Alcantarea,
having discovered several new species in the course of their extensive fieldwork; and
they provide brief descriptions of several additional species recently discovered but yet
to be fully studied at the time of publication.
In addition to general, evolutionary and historical information about the genus
Alcantarea, the authors include: descriptions of individual species, their habitats, morphology, phenology, taxonomic history, conservation status as well as the locations
of the plants that were studied. Exquisite line drawings, maps, an index of collectors
and an extensive bibliography are crowned by thirty-one pages of generally small but
beautiful, clear and informative color photographs. The text is in Portuguese, but the
photograph captions are in English.
This book also stands out an example of how a scientific work can be a gem of
bibliographic art and graphic design and, if you are fortunate enough to be backpacking among the pães-de-açúcar of the Mata Atlântica, it will fit nicely into your mochila.
Bromélias-Gigantes do Brasil is available from the first author. He can be reached
at lversieux@yahoo.com.br.
Bromélias-Gigantes do Brasil
By Leonardo de Melo Versieux and Maria das Graças Lapa Wanderley
Published by the authors, 2015
Text in Portuguese with English Captions to the Plates
ISBN 978-85-5508-003-6
price $35.00 for a single copy, $30.00 each for two copies sent to a single address
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Spotting in Billbergia leaves
Alan Herndon

Photos by the author unless otherwise noted

One of the features that collectors
find most attractive in Billbergia is the
presence of white spots on the leaves of
some species. These spots tend to be irregularly scattered over the leaf surface (as
seen in the photo of Billberia saundersii
at right. They are of different sizes and
generally roughly circular, but often overlap, producing irregular shaped areas of
white. Furthermore, they are always most

prevelant on the final leaves produced
on a rosette. In the photo of Billbergia
saundersii at left, you can see how many

more spots are present on the leftmost oldest - rosette, and how few spots are on
the youngest rosette.
Overlapping of spots can be carried
to such an extreme that large portions
of the leaf blade and sheath appeat to be
white, as seen in the clump of Billbergia
saundersii at right where the exposed inner
leaves of the oldest rosette (center-right)
show large areas of unbroken white.
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In Billbergia, the white spots are
caused by loss of chlorophyll throughout
the thickness of the leaf tissue. You can
also see a pink margin around the spots
in Billbergia saundersii (left), indicating
the presence of a thin layer of anthocyanic pigment. You can also see small
brown spots in the middle of some larger

white spots. These brown spots are apparently due to the death of leaf tissue
at that point. As the leaf ages, these

brown spots increase in size. Under my
growing conditions, such brown spots are
inevitably found as the leaves, and their
white spots, age.
In Billbergia leptopoda, (above and
left), there is no anthocyanic layer and no
pink margin. Brown spots are not obvious
in the photos, but are seen in older leaves.
J. Bromeliad Soc. 66(1). 2017.
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Other species also have spots of the
same nature, but these spots may not be
found on all clones of the species, as in
Billbergia distachya var. maculata (right).
This species also has widely grown clones
that have no spotting.
In other cases, the species may have
less predominate spotting. Billbergia
amoena var. robertianum (below) is an
example. Of course, most clones of
Billbergia amoena in cultivation have

no spotting, but this clone has spots on
some rosettes. The spotting tends to be
relatively inconspicuous. Also, the light
transverse bands

seen in the photo, characteristic of all
Billbergia amoena clones, tend to compete
with the white spots for attention.
Billbergia minarum (right) looks like
Billbergia saundersii in general, but there is
less contrast between the white spots and
the surrounding leaf color. Again, brown,
dead areas are seen in the middle of a few
white spots. More, and larger, dark spots
are seen in the white spots as the leaf ages.`
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Further elaboration of spots is a
frequent goal of hybridists. Modern hybrids generally have higher spot density
throughout a longer part of the lifespan
of each rosette, sharper edges on the spots
and strong resistance to the development
of dead areas within the spots themselves.
Billbergia ‘Hallelujah’ (left, photo by

Ana Thompson) has lasted as a favorite in
collections for many years due to the excellent color combination in the leaf patterns
and a propensity for robust growth.
A more modern hybrid, Billbergia
‘Merrie Monarch’ (right, photo by Lynne
Fieber and Michael Schmale) has a more
interesting pattern with mostly larger
spots contrasting nicely with the leaf color.

Spectacular results can be produced
by the interaction between white spots
and a strong layer of anthocyanic pigment. The production of chlorophyll and
anthocyanins are independent, so loss of
chlorophyll does not affect the anthocyanin layer. Billbergia ‘Incendiary Delight’
(left, photo by Lynne Fieber and Michael
Schmale) is an example of the exceptionally beautiful patterns that can arise.
J. Bromeliad Soc. 66(1). 2017.
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Bromeliad Society of China
The Bromeliad Society of China is a recent affiliate of BSI. To learn
more about what we do, please visit our website at www.kqfl.org.
If you grow Tillandsia and would like to sell them in China, please
contact us. You are welcome to send your price list to the E-mail
address listed below.
If you are interested in purchasing Tillandsia or other related products
from China, you can also contact us and we can help you find the
best sources for the material you need.
E-mail: membership@kqfl.org
Mobile: +86 05 10 8538 2363
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Bromeliad Society Interna�onal Membership Rates
Mailings to USA addresses
(includes bulk mail rate— for first class
mail add $5 per year)

Individual
Dual
Aﬃliate Society
Institutional
Commercial

1 Year

3 Years

$45
$60
$30
$50
$65

$125
$170
$90
$140
$185

Mailings to Non-USA
addresses (includes Airmail delivery)

Individual
Dual
Aﬃliate Society
Institutional
Commericial

1 Year
$50
$65
$35
$55
$70

3 Years
$140
$185
$105
$155
$200

Life Membership (one time only fee) $900.
Payment by check or money order payable to The Bromeliad Society
International. USA members: US Banks and US funds only. International
members: US funds only; US domestic checks, international money
order, or foreign bank cheques. Credit card payments and sign-ups/renewals may be made online at www.bsi.org.
Please send mail transactions to: Annette Dominguez, BSI Membership
Secretary, 8117 Shenandoah Dr., Austin, TX 78753-5734, USA.
512 619-2750.

You are invited to join

The Cryptanthus
Society
The largest affiliate of the Bromeliad
Society International.
Learn to grow the dazzling Earth Stars and make new friends all over the world.
Membership fees per year: International- Single $25; Dual $30. USA- Single
$20; Dual $25. Affiliate Membership- $30. All subscriptions include 4 colorful
issues of the Cryptanthus Society Journal per year.

Write to Carole Richtmyer, 18814 Cypress Mountain Dr.,
Spring, TX 77388, or planobrom@aol.com
J. Bromeliad Soc. 66(1). 2017.
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18-19 February 2017: BROMELIAD SOCIETY OF NEW ZEALAND,
INC. ‘Fiesta’ Annual Show & Sale. War Memorial Hall, Balmoral,
Auckland, New Zealand. gray.barclay@xtra.co.nz
24-26 February 2017: BROMELIAD SOCIETY OF SAN
FRANCISCO. In the 2017 Pacific Orchid and Garden Exposition. in the
San Francisco Country Fair Building, 9th Avenue and Lincoln Drive. We
will be in the Display and have a booth where we will selling Bromeliads.
RogerLane rdodger@pacbell.net
19 March 2017: DUTCH-BELGIAN BROMELIAD CONTACT
GROUP (BCG). Spring Meeting and Show. Utrecht University Botanic
Gardens. Eric Gouda e.j.gouda@uu.nl
31 March - 2 April 2017: BROMELIAD SOCIETY OF AUSTRALIA,
INC. The 19th Australasian Bromeliad Conference, Sunnybroms on
the Sunshine Coast will be held in Caloundra on the Sunshine Coast,
Queensland. For more information do check out sunnybroms@icloud.
com
22-23 April 2017: BROMELIAD SOCIETY OF SOUTH FLORIDA
39th Annual Show and Sale at Fairchild Tropical Botanic Garden. 		
http://www.bssf-miami.org/
2 May 2017: FLORIDA WEST COAST BROMELIAD SOCIETY.
Annual Bromeliad Auction. Good Samaritan Church, 6085 Park
Boulevard, Pinellas Park, Florida 33781. Doors open at 7 PM, auction
begins at 7:30. People can call Judy Lund at 727-439-7782 or email her.
glund@tampabay.rr.com
13-14 May 2017: BROMELIAD SOCIETY OF AUSTRALIA,
INC. Autumn Show. at the Castle Hill Showgrounds. from 10 to 3.
webmaster@bromeliad.org.au
19-21 May 2017: BROMELIAD SOCIETY/HOUSTON, INC. 45th
annual show and sale. Mercer Arboretum and Botanic Garden, 22306
Aldine-Westfield Road, Humble Texas. For more information contact
David Whipkey (dawhip49@hotmail.co).
Web sites listed under individual shows will contain the most detailed and latest
information. You may also look for additional details and updates for any of these
shows on the home page of the BSI website (www.bsi.org). Look under under the events
tab for the Schedule of Affiliate Events tab. Be sure to check periodically for updates.
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The Bromeliad Society International
The purpose of this nonprofit corporation is to promote and maintain public and scientific interest in bromeliads
through support of scientific and horticultural research, preservation, and display of bromeliads, both natural and
hybrid, throughout the world. You are invited to join in this endeavor.
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